
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cumwhinton School Curriculum – Art Y3 SUM 

Year 

3 

National 

Curriculum 

Key stage 2  

Pupils should be taught to develop their techniques, including their control and their use of materials, with creativity, experimentation and an increasing awareness of different 

kinds of art, craft and design.  

Pupils should be taught:  

• to create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas  

• to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay]  

• about great artists, architects and designers in history. 

Year 

3 

NC Content 

Breakdown 

Drawing 

Identify and draw the 2D & 3D geometric shapes in nature and the world around them. Pupils can more effectively control drawing media to create dark and light tones. They 

further practice shading tones with few gaps that are neat to the edges. They can more effectively blend shading and can rub out rough edges or refine them. Pupils develop 

their confidence making marks & lines to describe a wide range of surfaces, textures & forms. 

Painting 

Pupils are developing their painting skills increasing control, & precision when painting detail, lines and edges of shapes.  

They know and have used different types of paint and painting surfaces, they can identify different paintbrushes and painting equipment, understand the various purposes they 

have.  

Pupils study how other artists’ paint, applying elements of this to their work. 

Sculpture 

Pupils should design and make Forms in 3 dimensions, using card, wire, paper, found objects, clay or modelling materials, understanding how to finish and present their work to a 

good standard.  

Study significant works of art, craft, design or architecture and give personal oral opinions about it. How has the artist produced this work? What was the background to the 

art? Who made, where were they from? Why was it made? Make copies of small areas of the artist’s work to study their techniques, colour, tone, textures and patterns used 

etc. Look at art for pleasure and purpose, talk about why they like it, developing their use of the language of art (formal elements). 

Sketchbooks are used to practice and try out ideas & techniques. They make records of the world around them, their ideas, thoughts, feelings and discoveries.  

They might make art from things they can see from observation; their environment, photographs etc. then translate them into new materials. 

Make art for expression, imagination, and pleasure. Work from memory or imagination to reimagine what they know. 

Pupils should verbally describe their work and the work of others, describing the formal elements of colour, line, shapes, textures and patterns. They should develop skills in 

orally describing their thoughts, ideas and intentions 

Uses evaluation to understand what they need to do to improve and that all artists do this. Pupils talk about how they could improve their work and learn that it is normal to 

feel anxious about the outcomes. They offer advice, confidence and praise to others. 



Art and Design 

Technical Proficiency – Understanding and Applying knowledge – Creativity – Personal Development 

Art and Design across Year 3 

 AUTUMN SPRING SUMMMER 

Technical 

Proficiency 

Drawing 
Identify and draw the 2D & 3D geometric shapes in nature and 
the world around them. Pupils can more effectively control 
drawing media to create dark and light tones. They further 
practice shading tones with few gaps, that are neat to the 
edges. They can more effectively blend shading and can rub 
out rough edges or refine them. Pupils develop their 
confidence making marks & lines to describe a wide range of 
surfaces, textures & forms. 

Painting 
Pupils are developing their painting skills increasing control, & 
precision when painting detail, lines and edges of shapes.  
They know and have used different types of paint and painting 
surfaces, they can identify different paintbrushes and painting 
equipment, understand the various purposes they have.  
Pupils study how other artists’ paint, applying elements of this to 
their work. 

Sculpture 
Pupils should design and make Forms in 3 dimensions, using card, 
wire, paper, found objects, clay or modelling materials, understanding 
how to finish and present their work to a good standard.  
 

Understanding 

and Applying 

knowledge 

Look at art for pleasure and purpose, talk about why they like 
it, developing their use of the language of art (formal 
elements). 
Study significant works of art, craft, design or architecture and 
give personal oral opinions about it. How has the artist 
produced this work? What was the background to the art? 
Who made, where were they from? Why was it made? Make 
copies of small areas of the artist’s work to study their 
techniques, colour, tone, textures and patterns used etc. Look 
at art for pleasure and purpose, talk about why they like it, 
developing their use of the language of art (formal elements). 

Study significant works of art. How has the artist produced this 
work? What was the background to the art? Who made, where 
were they from? Why was it made? Make copies of small areas of 
the artist’s work to study their techniques, colour, tone, textures 
and patterns used etc. Look at art for pleasure and purpose, talk 
about why they like it, developing their use of the language of art 
(formal elements). 

Study significant works of art, craft, design or architecture and give 
personal oral opinions about it. Look at art for pleasure and purpose, 
talk about why they like it, developing their use of the language of art 
(formal elements). 
 

Creativity 
Sketchbooks are used to practice and try out ideas & 
techniques. They make records of the world around them, 
their ideas, thoughts, feelings and discoveries.  
They might make art from things they can see from 
observation; their environment, photographs etc. then 
translate them into new materials. 

Sketchbooks are used to practice and try out ideas & techniques. 
They make records of the world around them, their ideas, thoughts, 
feelings and discoveries.  
 
 

 Sketchbooks are used to practice and try out ideas & techniques. 
They make records of the world around them, their ideas, thoughts, 
feelings and discoveries.  
Make art for expression, imagination, and pleasure. Work from 
memory or imagination to reimagine what they know. 

Personal 

Development 

Pupils should verbally describe their work and the work of 
others, describing the formal elements of colour, line, shapes, 
textures and patterns. They should develop skills in orally 
describing their thoughts, ideas and intentions.  
Uses evaluation to understand what they need to do to 
improve and that all artists do this. Pupils talk about how they 
could improve their work and learn that it is normal to feel 
anxious about the outcomes. They offer advice, confidence 
and praise to others. 

 Pupils should verbally describe their work and the work of others, 
describing the formal elements of colour, line, shapes, textures and 
patterns. They should develop skills in orally describing their 
thoughts, ideas and intentions.  
Uses evaluation to understand what they need to do to improve and 
that all artists do this. Pupils talk about how they could improve 
their work and learn that it is normal to feel anxious about the 
outcomes. They offer advice, confidence and praise to others. 
 

. Pupils should verbally describe their work and the work of others, 
describing the formal elements of colour, line, shapes, textures and 
patterns. They should develop skills in orally describing their thoughts, 
ideas and intentions.  
Uses evaluation to understand what they need to do to improve and 
that all artists do this. Pupils talk about how they could improve their 
work and learn that it is normal to feel anxious about the outcomes. 
They offer advice, confidence and praise to others. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



CONCEPTUAL SCHOOL AMBITION DRIVERS 
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AUT Diversity Fairness Individuality 

SPR Truth Change Resilience 
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Art and Design – SUMMER YEAR 3 

The World - EQUALITY 

Technical Proficiency – Understanding and Applying knowledge – Creativity – Personal Development 
 NC  CUMWHINTON CURRICULUM 

Finding out 

(Facts & 

knowledge) 

Study significant works of art, craft, design or 

architecture and give personal oral opinions 

about it. Look at art for pleasure and purpose, 

talk about why they like it, developing their use 

of the language of art (formal elements). 

Who is Barbara Hepworth? | Tate Kids 

https://youtu.be/Qt9zRz-Jguc 

Look at the artist and sculptor Barbara Hepworth. What is inspired her? How does she translate her inspiration of nature into her 

sculptures?  

What is the significance of the shapes, the finish, the space?  

How does she compare to other artists they have studied this year?  

Key vocab: As KS1 and 

Viewpoint, Detail, Decoration, Natural, Form, Two-dimensional, Three-dimensional,  Wood, Bronze, Stone, Texture, Space 

Using 

(Applying & 

analysing) 

Pupils should design and make Forms in 3 

dimensions, using card, wire, paper, found 

objects, clay or modelling materials, 

understanding how to finish and present their 

work to a good standard. Sketchbooks are used 

to practice and try out ideas & techniques. 

They make records of the world around them, 

their ideas, thoughts, feelings and discoveries.  

Make art for expression, imagination, and 

pleasure. Work from memory or imagination to 

reimagine what they know. 

(95) How to use Mod Roc - YouTube Teacher information 

Introduce the properties of modroc, why is it a useful material for modelling, how will it help us to create our own sculptures.  

Children to plan what they want to create, think about the elements that Hepworth included in her modelling.   

Make their sculpture out of crumpled newspaper and build up their design then create the solid sculpture with modroc. They can 

decide how they want their finish. Smooth or rough.  

Decide how they want to design the outer. Do they want to give it a natural finish? Decorate in the theme of their design?  

Concluding 

(Evaluating & 

summarising) 

Pupils should verbally describe their work and 

the work of others, describing the formal 

elements of colour, line, shapes, textures and 

patterns. They should develop skills in orally 

describing their thoughts, ideas and intentions.  

Uses evaluation to understand what they need 

to do to improve and that all artists do this. 

Review their work and plan share with others how they have taken their inspiration and interpreted into their work.  Share with 

others their challenges and how their design how to adapt or if they had to replan? 

How would they change their design if they were going to do it again?  

How could they have improved their sculptures? What other materials would they have like to have used? What were the most 

effective techniques they used to create their sculpture?  

 

https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/who-is/who-barbara-hepworth
https://youtu.be/Qt9zRz-Jguc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C30V_jEZU-s


Pupils talk about how they could improve their 

work and learn that it is normal to feel anxious 

about the outcomes. They offer advice, 

confidence and praise to others. 

 


